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ABSTRACT: This paper introduces about a new framework aim to make an Extreme Programming (XP) as a design centric along with code centric. This framework uses an Architecture refinement approach which uses a simple abstract design of XP is converted into more elaborated concrete components and provides details of each component such as classes with attributes, properties, operations and associations and this retains all essential properties of its abstract design. By using this proposed refinement approach, the design becomes simple and it is closer to the implementation, reduce the “refactoring” principle of XP and improves the total execution time and code quality.


I. INTRODUCTION
Since recent year have witnessed the use of agile software development has been increasing, especially for medium-to-large scale projects. Extreme Programming (XP) is one of the lightweight agile development methodologies. XP focus on close relation between development team and customer through face to face communication, frequent delivery and rapid response to changes in requirements[1]. Extreme Programming (XP) avoids up-front design by concentrating only on current needs in environment of frequent changes in the requirements. Software architecture plays an important role as a bridge between software requirements and its implementation. It provides an abstract description of a system. The architecture exposes specific properties, while hiding others. A good architecture ensures that a system will satisfy key requirements in the areas as interoperability, portability, performance, scalability and reliability. A horrific architecture can be terrible. Software architecture design approaches produce architectures to match functional and quality requirements before detailed design and implementation [2].

Software Architecture has a major impact on system efficiency and maintainability. Architecture refinement allows us to more elaborated architecture design and keeps all the important properties of its abstract architecture. XP provides new skills and challenges as designers need to learn how to do a simple design. By using a proposed refinement approach the design become clean and it takes close to implementation and reduce the “refactoring” principle of XP.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITIONS
Extreme programming (XP) is one of the agile development methodologies that is intended for adaptive projects where requirements are vague and not clear, one of the Key features of XP is the fast receptiveness to varying customer requirements [4].

- As Extreme Programming (XP) is focused on the code rather than on design, it may cause problems as good design is extremely important for software applications. Also XP requires too much refactoring and time consuming [6].
- If programmers are located geographically, XP is not the best option [6].

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The framework aim to make extreme programming as a design centric along with code centric. Figure 1 shows the framework of proposed approach. In this paper, focus on refinement of architecture design is converted into more elaborated concrete design and gives details of each component such as classes its attributes, operations...
and associations. Using refinement, system organizes the logic in the system so too many dependencies in the system can be avoided. Improve the total execution time and code quality.

Extreme Programming is one of the popular agile development approach. Figure 1 shows the new flow of software development cycle in XP. The cycle consists of the following stages: “planning,” “architecture-space,” “Design-space,” “Coding,” and “Testing”. This cycle is used for implementing current requirements from the desired system, and it is repeated until the system development is completed.

a). Planning: the planning phase is used to collect customer requirement in the form of story cards, new stories were added continuously as requirements are not known in advanced. This meant that functionality was continuously added during the entire project.

Once the story cards have been prepared, the development team breaks these down into tasks and estimates the resources, effort and time required for implementation.

b). Architecture space: the Architecture space provides an abstract description of a system in terms of details database design and functional architecture. For the developers it’s very important to understand the flow of the system with database and functional design. In this phase the customers, stakeholders, design team and testers are plays a major role. It should also have projects standards.

Architecture space serves as a blueprint for a system. It provides an abstraction to manage the system complexity and establish a coordination and communication mechanism among components. It provides the structured solution to meet all the technical and operational requirement, while optimizing the common quality attributes like security and performance.

No extra requirement is added early with the guess that it might be used later on and keep design simple as it saves time.

c). Design space: During the Design phase, the view of the application developed during the Architectural space is broken down into components and modules. Design space is the stage where business needs, customer requirements and all technical considerations come simultaneously in the formulation of a system.

The design space provides detail about the software class design, data structure, components and interfaces:

• The class and data design transforms analysis classes into design classes along with data structured to implement the software
• The class design helps to add and analysis of data structures and minimization of memory, execution speed and other measures.
• The interface design describes how the software interoperates and communicates with systems and the user that use it.
• The component-level design transforms structural elements of the software architecture into a procedural description of software components.

The design space can be assessed for quality and be improved before code is generated and tests are conducted. Architecture space provide a blueprint for system construction and composition where as design space provides a partial blueprint for development by elaborating each component details

d). Coding: Developers should write all the code in accordance with rules emphasizing communication through the code. Coding standards are to be followed and all code must have unit tests.

By using proposed framework it is not necessary to do pair programming, a single programmer independently can write efficient code by understanding the architecture and design space. It is clear that, in terms of resources consumed, pair programming generates an increase in the project budget. Two programmer’s quite expensive resources sitting together all day working on the same code. Even though the experience has shown that the increase in development effort is compensated by improving design quality.

e). Testing: The rules of testing are:
• Unit tests must be done for all code before it’s been released.
• When a defect is found, tests are to be written.
• Often acceptance tests are to be run.
Figure 1. The Framework of our Approach

Figure 2 describes how architecture refinement converts architecture space to design space, a design space provides a partial blueprint for development by indicating the major dependencies and components between them, the major internal system interfaces and constraining what parts of a system may rely on services provided by other parts.

The rectangle box with ellipse symbol indicated the components and its functionalities. How functionalities are refined in term of class diagrams, which describe very detail the data structures, properties and operations with parameter used in each functionality and making XP the design centric.

The proposed solution describes how architectural refinement leads to a much clearer understanding of requirements, implementation strategies, and potential risks. Usually in XP people not process are supported, by using this framework the normal skilled person can develop the software just by seeing and understanding the framework.

Figure 2. Architecture Space Refinements to Design Space
IV. ADVANTAGES

• Proposed framework can be used as code centric as well as design centric development.
• No need of pair programming, with the proposed framework single developer independently can do a
efficient coding.
• A Normal skilled developer can do a coding.
• It minimize the code refactoring effort
• With current framework of XP if programmers are separated geographically can work.

V. CONCLUSION

This research paper gives a clear vision about a current XP framework, is used to make XP both design centric
along with code centric and constantly redesigning through architecture refinement. The design is loosely
coupled and simple as possible, thus making future modifications easier and achieving the XP values of
simplicity and feedback. It helps to reduce the development time, effort and provide quality software.
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